
Kurt Romans

Romans’ Precision Irrigation

Vale, OR



Your Lock!



Change all oil in gearboxes after 

first season

After first season change oil every 

3rd year or 3000 hours

Drain any condensation and top off 

gearbox oil after every season



Remove Cap

Ensure vent holes are not plugged

Rubber expansion seal should not 

have any holes



Fill to the top of the worm gear

Capacity is about 5 quarts

Reinstall with original hardware 

and torque to 8 Ib-ft







CLEAN OFF DIRT-

AIR OR WIRE 

BRUSH





OIL IS “MILKY” IN COLOR DUE TO WATER IN THE GEARBOX



WATER SETTLES TO 

THE BOTTOM!!!!!



LEAKING 

GEARBOXES



AIR VENT HOLES TO RELEASE INTERNAL 

PRESSURE AS GEAR LUBE EXPANDS!!!





PAPER CLIP



Change oil Every season

Don’t be alarmed, New gearboxes 

arrive with a lighter weight oil then what 

will be put in after the first oil change



Fill to the BOTTOM of the fill plug with 

about 1 quart of Valley™ Gearlube

DO NOT OVERFILL

Overfilling can lead to seal leakage or 

failure as expansion needs the air gap









Fill to WITHIN ½ inch of the bottom of 

the fill plug with about 1 quart of 

Valley™ Gearlube

DO NOT OVERFILL

Overfilling can lead to seal leakage or 

failure as expansion needs the air gap











NO CENTER PIN, PUCK INSERT WILL TWIST OUT UNDER HI TORQUE



U-JOINT WITH PIN INSERTED THROUGH PUCK



WIRE NUTS SHOULD BE IN THE “UP” 

POSTION TO SHED MOISTURE, NOT 

“UPSIDE DOWN” TO CATCH MOISTURE!



Torque to 125 Ib-ft (169.47 N-m)

Check annually at spring startup





TIGHT !!!!!

WARNING: LOOSE!!!!!!!!

TIRE LUG 

NUTS



Operating with low tire pressure will 

damage the drive train and tires

Check several times a year

Refer to the decal on the tire or the 

tire pressure chart in the owners 

manual

















Check the condition of all electrical 

and grounding conductors regularly

Have a qualified Valley dealer make 

any necessary repairs



Ground Wire 

Connection to 

Ground Rod



Grease every 5 to 7 revolutions with 

water resistant lithium based grease



GREASE ZERKS



The machine is aligned 

when it is installed and 

should not require 

adjustment

Alignment should be 

inspected annually and 

adjusted by a qualified 

Valley dealer before there 

are wheel tracks

Changes in alignment could 

indicate a problem that 

should be properly evaluated

A Trailing bow is never 

acceptable and may result in 

severe structural damage

DO NOT CHANGE ALIGNMENT WITH 

ESTABLISHED WHEEL TRACKS



Remove the drains at each tower, 

the sand trap at the last regular 

drive unit, and any overhang 

plugs

Start the pump and allow the 

machine to flush

Re-install drains, sand traps, and 

overhang plugs.











SANDTRAP

PERIODICALLY CLEAN SANDTRAP AND FLUSH OUT 

MACHINE, OFTEN IF SAND IS A PROBLEM!





Clean the end gun shut off solenoid 

filter annually or as necessary 

depending on water conditions

The end gun will not shut completely 

off if filter is plugged

An air solenoid control upgrade is 

available if filter plugging is 

problematic





 Underground pipe must be drained below the 
frost line.  Re-install plugs to prevent rodents.

 Additional winterizing facts which are 
common to your area may be suggested by 
your dealer.  

 Contact your dealer if you have any questions 
or comments concerning winterizing 
procedures.



 Where extreme temperature variances occur at 
a minimum the following should be done for 
winterizing and additional steps may be 
necessary for longer machines.

 Park the machine where wheel tracks have been 
eliminated

 Run the machine monthly as the temperature 
changes as long as the temperature is above 40º F

 Contact your dealer for other winter 
storage/parking information and tips



 Time, humidity, vibration, temperature, sand, 
and machine operation all contribute to wear 
on your Valley irrigation machine.  To keep the 
machine operating properly with a minimum 
amount of down time, establish a regular 
preventative maintenance program using the 
recommended maintenance charts in your 
owners manual.

 If replacement parts are needed, use only 
genuine Valley RealParts™.



















NEW BIRD HOUSE









Tighten Boot 

Bands To Prevent 

Leaks










